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Abstract 

Bismuth iodide perovskite nanocrystals are considered a viable alternative to the Pb halide ones due 

to their reduced toxicity and increased stability. However, it is still challenging to fabricate the 

nanocrystals with a small and controlled size, and their electronic properties are not well 

understood. Here, we propose to grow Bi iodide perovskite nanocrystals using different mesoporous 

silica with ordered pores of controlled diameter as templates. We obtain a series of confined Cs3Bi2I9 

and MA3Bi2I9 perovskites with diameters of 2.3, 3.7, 7.4, and 9.2 nm, and a precise size control. The 

complex absorption spectra of the encapsulated perovskites cannot be properly fitted using classical 

Tauc or Elliott formalisms. By fitting the spectra with a modified Elliott formula, the bandgap values 



and exciton binding energies (70-400 meV) could be extracted. The calculated bandgaps scale with 

the pore sizes. Using a combined experimental and theoretical approach, we demonstrate for the 

first time quantum confinement in 0D Bi-iodide perovskite nanocrystals. 

Introduction 

Lead halide perovskites (LHPs) with general formula APbX3 (A = Cs+, methylammonium, MA; B = Pb2+; 

X = I-, Br- or Cl-) have recently emerged spectacularly as a promising class of materials for 

optoelectronics. Due to their excellent optical and electronic properties (high absorption coefficients, 

suitable bandgaps, spontaneous dissociation of excitons), low cost and ease of processing, very 

efficient and record-breaking LHP-based optoelectronic devices, such as solar cells and light-emitting 

diodes, have been fabricated.1,2 However, the widespread applications of LHPs are currently limited 

by the toxicity of lead. One of the most promising alternative, less toxic materials are bismuth halide 

perovskites (BiHPs), A3Bi2X9.
3 They  are attractive due to their bandgaps in the visible range (1.8-2.7 

eV), defect tolerance, and the much lower toxicity of bismuth as compared to lead.4 BiHPs have a 

peculiar structure: in contrast to LHPs, a 3D perovskite network of corner-sharing PbX6 octahedra, 

the BiHPs form vacancy-ordered networks of bismuth halide Bi2X9
3- dioctahedral clusters, separated 

by organic (MA) or inorganic (Cs) cations. In the case of A3Bi2I9, the dioctahedra are isolated without 

the direct formation of electronic bands, resulting in a 0D perovskite structure with intriguing 

properties in between crystalline semiconductors and molecular crystals. As a result, the electronic 

coupling between the dioctahedra is considered to be rather weak. In contrast to the narrow bands 

of 3D LHPs, the emission of BiHP is generally characterized by large bands stemming from different 

local environments of free and self-trapped excitons.5 The charge transport properties in low-

dimensional perovskites are less adapted for optoelectronic devices with strongly anisotropic 

transport and low charge mobility compared to the 3D ones. At the same time, the localized excitons 

with high binding energy can undergo efficient radiative recombination, which is beneficial for light-

emitting devices.6 

The properties of halogenated perovskite crystals can be tuned and enhanced by reducing their size 

and controlling their surface chemistry. For instance, the synthesis of colloidal LHP nanocrystals (NCs) 

has recently been strongly developed.7 BiHPs NCs that are Pb-free, have high photoluminescence (PL) 

quantum yields (>50%), and relatively low polydispersity have also been actively synthesized, mainly 

by hot-injection or ligand-assisted reprecipitation approaches.3,8 Colloidal NCs are typically 

synthesized in solution using surface ligands for stabilization. Meanwhile, the presence of ligands on 

the surface of nanoparticles can hinder charge transfer in photocatalytic systems. However, 

removing these ligands may induce degradation and introduce surface defects.9 To address this issue, 

nanoporous matrices with ordered porosity can be used as hosts for the encapsulation of 

nanoparticles. This allows for fine control of the size and shape of the NCs, while also protecting their 

surface. Additionally, the use of nanoporous matrices eliminates the need for surface ligands and 

provides easy access to small-sized nanoparticles. Furthermore, mesoporous silica matrices with 

ordered nanometer-sized channels can serve as ideal platforms for studying the optical and 

electronic properties of the encapsulated materials.10,11 

The encapsulation of metal halide perovskites was first demonstrated only recently. For instance, 

mesoporous silica or alumina have been used to confine LHP NCs in pores ranging from 3-12 nm. 

Some studies have shown strong quantum confinement effects depending on the pore size.12–14  

Furthermore, encapsulating LHP systems in this way can significantly enhance their environmental 

stability by preventing the diffusion of degrading gases, such as water vapor and O2.
15 Most studies 

focus on encapsulating LHPs in mesoporous matrices. However, only a few works have extended this 

approach to lead-free perovskites, such as Cs2AgBiBr6,
16 Cs2SnX6,

17 and Cs3Bi2Br9.
18,19 Existing reports 

on the latter focus on the photocatalytic applications of the obtained materials, with no study on 



their fundamental optical properties. Little is known about the properties of BiHP NCs in the 

quantum confinement regime. Synthesizing small-sized perovskite NCs in a controlled manner is 

generally challenging due to the fast reaction kinetics observed in classical syntheses. 

Excitonic quantum confinement can be achieved in LHP NCs chemically, through control of the 

thermodynamic equilibrium of the halides, resulting in small 0D NCs in solution;20 structurally, by 

synthesizing 1D- or 2D-confined nanoparticles such as nanoplatelets;21 or spatially, by confining the 

perovskites in the pores of nanoporous materials, as previously mentioned. Quantum confinement in 

lead-free halide perovskites has been studied to a lesser extent. In the case of BiHPs, only a few 

works report the reliable synthesis of sufficiently small 0D NCs22,23 or nanoplatelets.21,24,25 

Furthermore, there is a large controversy surrounding the presence of quantum confinement in such 

structures due to several factors. Firstly, there is confusion around the absorption and emission 

properties of BiHPs, which are often used as an indicator of quantum confinement. For instance, if 

chemically synthesized cesium bismuth bromide NCs are not properly purified, the optical signatures 

of several reaction products can be observed: Cs3Bi2Br9, Cs3BiBr6 NCs, but also oleic acid, oleylamine, 

and BiBr3 salt used for the synthesis. These products can be luminescent with peaks in the same 

region (300-450 nm) and could be mistakenly assigned to the confined structure signatures.24,26,27 

Secondly, unlike LHPs, there is limited information available on the fundamental physical properties 

of BiHPs, such as electron/hole effective masses, Bohr exciton radius, and exciton binding energy. It 

is important to note that this lack of information poses a challenge for the development of BiHP-

based devices. The possibility of quantum confinement in 0D perovskite nanostructures is currently 

under debate. While excitons are already confined within the [Bi2X9]
3- dioctahedra with high effective 

masses of the charge carriers and thus high exciton binding strength, the wavefunctions of isolated 

dioctahedra can still extend spatially enough to overlap, albeit with less interaction than in 3D LHPs. 

In this work, we encapsulated several bismuth iodide perovskites in mesoporous silica matrices with 

ordered pores. The pore sizes were controlled within a range of 2 to 9 nm to precisely tune the size 

of the perovskite nanocrystals within the pores. These mesoporous matrices provide an ideal 

platform to study the fundamental influence of the perovskite crystallite sizes on their optical and 

electronic properties. A modified Elliott's model was used to fit the absorption spectra and extract 

the bandgap values and exciton binding energies of Cs3Bi2I9 and MA3Bi2I9 perovskites in the pores. As 

the main result, we demonstrate, for the first time, that the bandgap of the confined 0D BiHP 

perovskite NCs is dependent on the size of the pores, strongly indicating quantum confinement 

effects. DFT calculations were used to model the electronic structure of bismuth halide perovskite 

clusters of different sizes, confirming this hypothesis. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Bismuth iodide perovskites A3Bi2I9 (A = MA, Cs) were grown in the pores of various mesoporous silica 

matrices with well-ordered pores, such as SBA-15 (7.4 and 9.2 nm pore size) and MCM-41 (2.3 and 

3.7 nm pore size) by solution impregnation followed by drying and crystallization at 100°C. First, 

BiHP-based nanomaterials were studied with the initial loading of 14.5% mass (perovskite vs. silica). 

For MA3Bi2I9, electron microscopy images show efficient growth of the perovskite nanocrystals within 

the pore channels of SBA-15 with 7.4 nm pore diameter (Figure 1, S1, and S2). The NCs are located 

within the pores, and are well isolated with homogeneous sizes of 6.5-7 nm corresponding well to 

the pore diameter. The images obtained for confined Cs3Bi2I9 were less clear likely due to the 

material’s sensitivity to electron beam damage, as previously observed in similar systems (Fig. 

S3).12,16 



 

Figure 1. TEM (a) and STEM (b) images of MA3Bi2I9@SBA-15 (7.4 nm pore size, 14.5 mass.%), inset shows the size histogram 
of the NCs in the pores. 

Textural properties of the samples were studied by N2 physisorption. Upon perovskite addition, the 

total (micro- and meso-sized) pore volume decreases from 0.90 cm3 g-1 for pure SBA-15 matrix with 

7.4 nm pore size to 0.67 cm3 g-1 for 14.5 mass.% loading of MA3Bi2I9 (Table S1, S2, Fig. S4, S5), while 

the specific surface area decreases from 828 to 500 m² g-1. This demonstrates that the MA3Bi2I9 

perovskite indeed grows inside the pores of SBA-15 reducing their volume. 

Powder X-ray diffractograms (XRD) of the nanocomposites exhibit significant background peaks from 

the amorphous SBA-15 and MCM-41 silica matrices, along with well-defined peaks corresponding to 

the confined perovskites for all compositions studied (Figures 2a, S6). The perovskite phase peaks are 

significantly broadened compared to the bulk material due to the small crystallite sizes. Refinement 

of the diffractograms allowed assigning the perovskite peaks to the pure phase hexagonal Cs3Bi2I9 

structure with P63/mmc space group (a=b=8.46 Å, c=21.62 Å) corresponding to the expected 0D 

dimer unit cell (Figures 2b) and to the monoclinic MA3Bi2I9 with C2/c one (a=8.70 Å, b=14.80 Å, 

c=21.51 Å, β=91.43°), respectively. Careful analysis of the relative intensity of the diffraction peaks 

did not reveal any preferential crystalline orientation for any of the perovskites in various matrices. 

The goodness-of-fit (GoF) values of 2-3 obtained from the refinement studies also signify high-

resolution data, further confirming the pure phase perovskite. Estimating peak width using the 

Scherrer formula was challenging due to the low intensity of the perovskite signals and strong 

background. However, for certain materials it was possible to calculate the crystallite size that 

corresponded well with the pore diameter of the matrices using manual precision profile fitting. 

Thus, for Cs3Bi2I9@MCM-41 with a pore size of 2.3 nm, the coherent length in perovskite crystals was 

found to be 3.0 nm. This confirms that at low loading the perovskite crystallization occurs mainly 

within the pores, which naturally limits the size of the BiHP NCs. 
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Figure 2. a) XRD pattern of Cs3Bi2I9 encapsulated in various mesoporous matrices (14.5 mass. %). Reference (black line): ICDD 
01-073-0707; b) Schematic illustration of a unit cell of Cs3Bi2I9 with a 0D dimer structure. 

We then performed a detailed XPS analysis of the nanohybrids to study the chemical structure of the 

confined perovskites. While the survey spectra show the presence of all expected elements, it is 

challenging to interpret the high-resolution ones taking into account the domination of the Si peaks 

from the silica matrix and an unfortunate overlapping of the Si 2s, Bi 4f7/2 and Cs 4p3/2 peaks. 

Nevertheless, we have deconvoluted the ensemble peaks in the regions of all elements of interest for 

Cs3Bi2I9 and MA3Bi2I9 confined in SBA-15 (Fig. S7). Interestingly, for both materials the Bi 4f pattern 

shows the presence of a Bi3+ 4f7/2 peak in the region typically corresponding to the perovskite (ca. 

159.0 eV) accompanied by a peak at around 157.3 eV, which corresponds to Bi0 normally not 

expected in such materials. Previously, similar Pb0 metallic peaks have been observed in the case of 

some LHPs, and after some debate have been explained by the in situ radiolysis formation 

mechanism induced by the X-rays during the measurement, ruling out the initial presence of metallic 

lead in the perovskite.28 In the case of Bi-containing materials, the Bi3+ reduction to Bi0 during the XPS 

measurement has also been reported and similarly was explained by the degradation during X-ray 

radiation.29 We hypothesize that in our case, most of the bismuth in confined perovskites exists in 

the Bi3+ form bound to I, while the signature of the metallic Bi is induced by the measurement 

conditions. Both Cs3Bi2I9 and MA3Bi2I9@SBA-15 materials have pronounced peaks at 619.2 and 630.6 

eV corresponding to I 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 electrons of the iodide, respectively. In addition, a characteristic 

peak of Cs 3d is present for Cs3Bi2I9, while N 1s is observable for MA3Bi2I9, confirming the expected 

composition of the encapsulated perovskites. The EDX mapping images of the Cs3Bi2I9 and MA3Bi2I9 

encapsulated in SBA-15 (7.3 nm) and MCM-41 (2.3 nm) silica show that the elements of the 

perovskites (Cs, Bi, I) are uniformly distributed in mesoporous materials confirming the absence of 

visible large perovskite crystals outside of the pores regardless of the pore size and perovskite 

material (Figs. S8-S10). 

To determine the chemical composition and effective loading of the perovskites in the mesoporous 

matrices we have performed several analyses. One of the indicators of the loading and localization of 

the perovskites within the silica matrix is the [Bi]:[Si] atomic concentration ratio. Thus, for 

Cs3Bi2I9@SBA-15 (9.2 nm pores, 14.5 mass. %) there is a considerable discrepancy between the 

[Bi]:[Si] values obtained by several techniques: XPS (0.049), EDX (0.010), and ICP-OES (0.014). This 

can be explained by the difference in the probing depths of these techniques: XPS can probe ca. 3 nm 

from the surface, EDX gets the signal up to microns-deep below the surface, while the ICP-OES gets 

the information from the total amount of the matter dissolved. The seemingly lower [Bi]:[Si] ratio 

obtained by the XPS compared to the other techniques indicates that Bi is less visible by this surface-



specific technique and thus most of the perovskite is not located on the surface but is confined 

deeper in the matrix. 

To get more insight into the optical properties of the confined BiHP perovskites, UV-vis absorption 

spectroscopy was performed on the nanohybrids (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of Cs3Bi2I9 (14.5 mass. %, left, and 7.3 mass.%, right) encapsulated in various mesoporous 
matrices 

The spectra of the powders show multi-feature patterns with several overlapping peaks. The 

absorption spectra of Cs3Bi2I9 are mostly dominated by a peak at around 500 nm, which is generally 

assigned to the excitonic transition in the A3Bi2I9 perovskites.4 In addition to the main peak, complex 

feature structure is visible at higher energies with several distinct peaks in the case of Cs3Bi2I9 

confined in SBA-15 with low loading (Fig. 3b). As a function of the silica pore size, the main peak 

exhibits significant changes in its shape and shifts in position. If solely quantum-confinement were at 

the origin of this behavior, a spectral shift to higher energy (lower wavelength) would be expected 

with decreasing pore size because of the increasing bandgap. However, several spectra in Fig. 3 show 

the reverse trend, i.e., an apparent red-shift of the main absorption peak for smaller pores. 

To better understand this phenomenon, the absorption spectra need to be treated to deconvolute 

possible contributions to the multiple peaks and to potentially determine the bandgaps. Tauc plots 

are often used to extract the bandgap values from the UV-vis absorption spectra, however, while 

simple to process, they cannot be by default applied to any system. For example, due to the large 

energy difference between the excitonic peak and continuum of the conduction band, Tauc plots are 

not adapted to study semiconductors with a strong exciton binding energy.6 Bismuth halide 

perovskites fall in this category and in their case the use of the Tauc plot methodology can lead to 

the underestimation of the bandgap values and large discrepancy in the reported results.30 The Elliott 

fit is an alternative, less commonly applied approach, which aims at simulating the specific 

contributions of the excitonic transitions and the continuous band above the bandgap and 

reconstruction of the absorption spectra using the following formula:  

                            
 

  
  

  
          

 
 

  

   

 

where Eg and Eb are the bandgap and exciton binding energies; A, β, γ, σ are various fitting 

parameters, and n is the exciton transition number.31 The first term describes the transitions to 

continuum states in the conduction band, while the second one – the contribution from the discrete 

excitonic states below the Eg bandgap. Often, in the absorption spectrum, the continuum component 



mixes with the excitonic one due to thermal effects, however, at cryogenic temperatures or for the 

materials with highly bound excitons a characteristic Gaussian peak below the bulk continuum onset 

can arise. In our case, the following assumptions were applied: the excitonic states are fitted using 

Gaussians, and the transitions above n=3 were neglected in the fit, in coherence with common 

practice.32 In addition to the more reliable estimation of the bandgap, by using this approach it is 

possible to extract the excitonic binding energy.33 This formula can be used in various forms and has 

been previously successfully applied to several systems including some lead-free perovskites.34–36  

However, for most of the nanohybrids studied in this work the Elliott fit failed to provide a 

satisfactory fit (Fig. S11). To adapt this method to the BiHPs studied, we have modified the Elliott’s 

formula by introducing a second independent term (A2…) as follows:  

                               
  
  

  
  

            

  
 

  

   

                         
  
  

  
  

            

  
 

  

   

 

Using this modification, we managed to successfully fit the absorption spectra of all confined BiHP 

nanohybrids studied in this work (with different mesoporous silica pore diameters, BiHP loading, and 

chemical composition) and extract the key parameters (Figure 4). The overall quality of fit is very 

satisfactory for the different materials with χ2 of 10-4-10-5. 

 

Figure 4. a) Absorption spectrum of Cs3Bi2I9@MCM-41 (2.3 nm, 7.3 mass. %) (grey dots) fitted with a double Elliott curve 
(red). The constituents of the fit are highlighted: the continuum curve (dotted green), as well as two series of excitonic peaks 
(shades of orange and shades of blue); Absorption spectra with Elliott fit of: Cs3Bi2I9 encapsulated in MCM-41 (3.7 nm, 7.3 
mass. %) (b), SBA-15 (7.4 nm, 7.3 mass. %) (c), and SBA-15 (9.2 nm, 7.3 mass. %) (d). 

Thus, using the modified Elliott’s formula, two bandgap values were extracted due to two formula 

terms for every material studied. To interpret the occurrence of the two bandgaps observed, several 

hypotheses can be proposed: for example, they could originate from two chemically different 

materials, such as Cs3BiI6 or BiI3 in addition to the Cs3Bi2I9. This hypothesis is however highly unlikely 



based on the XRD analyses highlighting the presence of only one single crystalline Cs3Bi2I9 material in 

the nanohybrids (vide supra). Alternatively, the two different absorption signatures could come from 

a material in a single chemical composition but present in two different forms. 

To better understand the origin of two distinct bandgap values, we first studied their dependence on 

the diameters of the silica pores (Figure 3, Table 1). 

Table 1. Bandgap values of Cs3Bi2I9 confined in mesoporous matrices with different pore sizes extracted from the absorption 
spectra using Elliott's formula. (Eg = bandgap energy, Eb = exciton binding energy). 

Pore diameter, 
nm 

Eg1, eV Eb1, meV Eg2, eV Eb2, meV 

9.2 2.55 80 2.63 400 

7.4 2.61 100 2.65 260 

3.7 2.66 110 2.76 370 

2.3 2.62 270 2.78 220 

As mentioned above, due to the large variability of the Cs3Bi2I9 BiHPs bandgap values reported in the 

literature (from 1.9 to 2.9 eV), it is hard to compare the obtained results to reference values. 

However, the average bandgaps found in our work (2.6-2.8 eV) are in line with reliable sources.36,37 

Noteworthy, while the 1st (lower) bandgap remains mostly unchanged (around 2.6 eV) with 

decreasing pore diameter, the second, larger one is increasing from 2.63 to 2.78 eV. This interesting 

phenomenon could be due to the existence of the perovskite material in two forms, a non-confined 

one (1st bandgap, smaller, constant values) and a quantum-confined one (2nd bandgap, scaling with 

the pore diameter). The exciton binding energies calculated from the Elliott’s fit (80-400 meV) are 

expectedly large compared to those of LHPs (<10 meV) due to the low 0D dimensionality of the 

BiHPs. Overall, they are in line with the values typically found for Cs3Bi2I9 perovskites synthesized 

using different methods (70-300 meV).22,36–38 The calculated exciton binding energies show higher 

values for the “confined” Cs3Bi2I9 perovskite (Eb2, Table 1). This trend is typically observed for 

materials in the quantum confinement regime, such as quantum dots, due to the reduced dielectric 

constant and lower screening of e-h interactions compared to the bulk material. Therefore, this 

behavior supports our hypothesis that the BiHP NCs obtained in small pores exhibit quantum 

confinement effects. Our current understanding is that the different properties originate from two 

distinct materials: perovskite NCs confined inside the pores and (larger) particles grown outside of 

them. The first one has its dimensions limited below the Bohr radius and thus is quantum-confined, 

while the second displays bulk-like properties. This bulk-like perovskite can be locally visible on the 

electron microscopy images (Fig. S2). Previously, such a coexistence of materials has been 

demonstrated in the case of LHPs confined in mesoporous matrices.12 

MA3Bi2I9 NCs confined in the silica matrix with ordered pores give rise to absorption spectra showing 

a similar behavior as a function of the pore diameter, which could be equally fitted using Elliott’s 

formula (see Fig. S12). The calculated bandgap and exciton binding energy values are close to those 

found for the Cs3Bi2I9 showing as expected only moderate influence of the cations on the optical 

properties of such 0D materials. MA3Bi2I9 NCs confined in the pores follow the same trend as the 

Cs3Bi2I9 NCs, with the presence of two transitions, one with lower energy corresponding to the bulk 

material (ca. 2.55 eV), and another to the confined one (2.67-2.75 eV), albeit with a smaller 

dependence on the pore size compared to the Cs3Bi2I9 case (Table S3). As the Bohr radius value for 

the MA3Bi2I9 perovskite is not available in the literature, it is not possible to explain unambiguously 

the origin of this difference. Meanwhile, we can expect that it should be lower compared to that of 

Cs3Bi2I9 (2 and 6 nm as a function of the direction),36 leading to a weaker confinement regime 



observed for this material in the pore size range studied. The bulk bandgap values found are slightly 

higher than those typically reported in the literature,30 however most of the studies rely on the 

bandgap determination using Tauc plots, which as mentioned above could be irrelevant in the case 

of materials with high Eb such as MA3Bi2I9. The exciton binding energies we found for this material 

(80-340 meV) are in the range of reported values (70-400 meV).38–40 

The experimental observations were further complemented with DFT calculations. Figure 5a displays 

the calculated band structure of Cs3Bi2I9, indicating the presence of an indirect bandgap.24 Thus, 

phonon-mediated carrier recombination from the conduction band minimum (CBM) to the valence 

band maximum (VBM) is expected to be delayed, the PL yield should be low.36,41 Figure 5b shows the 

charge density distributions of the VBM and CBM states within an individual Bi2I9 dioctahedron as the 

dioctahedra are fully separated by the Cs atoms. The VBM and CBM states are mainly contributed by 

the I and Bi atoms, respectively, which is consistent with the element-projected band structure 

results (Figure S14).41 Compared with the corner-sharing octahedra in most perovskites,42 the face-

sharing configuration of Bi2I9 in Cs3Bi2I9 reduces the Bi−Bi distance and removes intermediate halide 

atoms, enabling Bi-Bi orbital hybridization and making the CBM state more localized. Such localized 

distribution of the VBM and CBM states is anticipated to produce a large exciton binding energy, as 

confirmed experimentally. We simulated the optical absorption spectrum of Cs3Bi2I9 with the 

excitonic effect by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), as shown in Figure 5c. The simulated 

absorption curve is averaged over all directions and shifted along the energy axis to match the 

experimental excitonic peak. The raw data can be found in Figure S15. The shape of the simulated 

curve agrees with the experimental curve well (Cs3Bi2I9@SBA-15, 9.2 nm, 7.3 mass. % was chosen for 

comparison having the smallest contribution of the quantum-confined component), indicating that 

the strong exciton binding energy is an intrinsic property of Cs3Bi2I9. To study the quantum 

confinement effect, we constructed Cs3Bi2I9 quantum dot models of different sizes. The periodic 

models are separated by the vacuum region in the x and y directions and are maintained extended in 

the z direction, mimicking the experimental samples confined in pores (see Figure S16). Because the 

interactions between the Cs3Bi2I9 quantum dots and the outer silica matrices are missing in the 

computational models, some localized surface states are manually eliminated to get reasonable 

band-edge states (Figures S17-S19). Figure 5d shows changes in the bandgap due to the quantum 

confinement effect from both experimental and computational results, and the absolute values are 

given in Figure S20. The bandgap is systematically underestimated in the DFT calculations due to the 

limitations of the PBE functional. Employing more accurate hybrid functionals and considering spin-

orbital coupling (SOC) can hardly improve the accuracy as shown in Figure S13. Below, we focus on 

the relative changes of the bandgap. The bandgap change exhibits a linear relationship with the 

nanocrystal size, and the quantum confinement effect is expected to disappear when the system size 

is larger than 10 nm. Note that the charge density distributions of the VBM (yellow) and CBM (blue) 

states drawn in the figure for the large nanocrystal are still different from a uniform distribution in 

the bulk Cs3Bi2I9. The VBM and the CBM tend to distribute at the edge and the center of the quantum 

dots, respectively. This spatial separation can reduce the exciton binding energy, which is in line with 

the experimentally observed negative correlation between the exciton binding energy of the 

confined Cs3Bi2I9 and the pore size. Furthermore, some defects can be produced at the interface 

between the quantum dots and the silica matrices.43 These defects may trap the photo-generated 

carriers and promote their nonradiative recombination, reducing the PL activity. 



 

Figure 5. (a) Band structure of Cs3Bi2I9. (b) Charge density distributions of VBM and CBM within a single Bi2X9 dioctahedron. 
Color code: grey for Bi and purple for I. (c) Optical absorption spectrum of Cs3Bi2I9 from experiment (Cs3Bi2I9@SBA-15, 9.2 

nm, 7.3 mass. %) and calculation (bulk model). The computational curve is shifted to match the excitonic peak. (d) Bandgap 
changes between the confined systems with different sizes and the bulk Cs3Bi2I9. (Eg

confined
-Eg

bulk
). The top view of the 

computational models and the relevant charge density distributions of VBM (yellow) and CBM (blue) are plotted. 

Typically, for the materials such as BiHP, the confinement effects are more rarely observed due to 

the lower structural dimensionality with excitons mostly localized in the dioctahedra, and 

consequent higher effective masses with low bands dispersion. However, the wavefunctions of the 

dioctahedra do interact and the effect of the confinement should become visible below the exciton 

Bohr radius. In contrast to the LHPs, the Bohr radii for BiHPs are much less studied with the values 

calculated only for Cs3Bi2I9 of 0.9,22 2 and 6 nm (as a function of the crystalline orientation).36 In the 

literature, there are no examples of purely quantum-confined Cs3Bi2I9 nanostructures: in most 

reported cases it is not occurring because of the relatively large size of the synthesized nanocrystals 

and/or poor control over the size distribution.22,36,41 In one work the quantum confinement is 

demonstrated for alloyed Cs3Bi2(ClxI1-x)9 structures;44 whereas in another one, the reported shift of 

the photoluminescence claimed to be due to the size change of the 20 nm Mn2+-doped NCs most 

likely originated from the lattice contraction or related crystalline effects rather than the size-

dependent bandgap change.45 To the contrary, our system provides a versatile and powerful tool to 

unambiguously demonstrate and study the quantum confinement effects by precisely controlling the 

NCs size using silica matrices with accurately defined pore sizes. 

The effect of the perovskite loading was studied by varying the precursor volume added to the 

constant mass amount of the mesoporous silica. For example, when the MA3Bi2I9 loading in the 7.4 

nm SBA-15 matrix increases from 7.3 to 14.5, the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms show the total 

pore volume firstly remains stable (0.67 cm3 g-1) and significantly lower than the one of initial SBA-15 

(0.90 cm3 g-1). When the loading increases further to 29.0 mass.%, the pore volume decreases to 0.57 

cm3 g-1, and the surface area decreases from 500 and 406 m² g-1, respectively (Table S1), indicating 

that the perovskite occupies more cavities in the matrices. Noteworthy, the different perovskite 

loading does not affect the bandgap values calculated from the absorption spectra using Elliott’s 

formula (Fig. S21 and Table S4). We can still distinguish two distinct bandgaps for all loadings, 

however, their deconvoluted values do not change with increasing amount of perovskite, only their 

corresponding contribution to the spectra is affected as expressed by the β1/β2 coefficient ratio taken 

from Elliott’s calculations. This demonstrates that the bandgap of the perovskite is defined mostly by 

the pore size of the matrix and not by the total amount of the material. This finding corroborates the 

hypothesis given above: the two bandgaps found for the nanohybrids studied can be ascribed to the 

confined perovskite (with higher bandgap) and to perovskite crystallized outside of the pores: with 

higher loading of the perovskite and constant pores’ availability, more material remains outside in 

the non-confined bulk regime (Figure S2). 



BiHPs confined in mesoporous matrices showed no photoluminescence at room temperature when 

excited with visible light. We assume that the silica matrix provides some passivation for the 

perovskites even in the absence of the ligands typically used to passivate their surface in the case of 

colloidal nanocrystals, but some other external or internal factors may come into play to hinder the 

radiative decay of the excited electrons. One of the possible reasons is the excitonic coupling of the 

perovskites with the silica framework in direct contact with their surface.46 Furthermore, BiHPs can 

have deep-level defects that significantly impact their performance in photovoltaic applications by 

trapping excited electrons.47 Cs3Bi2I9 in different forms (nanocrystals, thin films) typically exhibits low 

PL quantum yield of <1%22 and even single crystals of this material are only weakly luminescent at 

room temperature48 due to the indirect bandgap, above-mentioned potential intragap defects, and 

self-trapping caused by strong exciton-phonon coupling. 

Conclusions 

In summary, we synthesized bismuth iodide perovskites confined in mesoporous silica matrices with 

ordered pores of controlled diameters. These matrices are an appropriate means to control the size 

of the confined perovskite nanocrystals precisely and access small sizes in the quantum confinement 

regime. The composition (A3Bi2I9) and crystal structure of the BiHP NCs encapsulated in the pores 

were confirmed, and the effect of size on their optical properties was systematically studied. The 

absorption spectra were accurately fitted using a modified Elliott's equation, which revealed the 

presence of two independent bandgaps in the materials. One bandgap scales with the pore sizes 

arising from the encapsulated NCs, while the other is invariant and originates from perovskite grown 

outside the pores. The study shows that the calculated exciton binding energies are high, ranging 

from 70 to 400 meV, and they scale with the pore size. It is demonstrated for the first time that the 

0D BiHPs exhibit the quantum confinement effect, which is more pronounced in Cs3Bi2I9 than in 

MA3Bi2I9. This conclusion is supported by DFT calculations on BiHP clusters with varying dimensions. 

The proposed approach can be extended to study other types of halide perovskite nanocrystals in 

mesoporous materials' pores to understand their physical properties. These nanohybrids can be used 

as photocatalysts, and with an efficient surface passivation strategy, as light emitters. 
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